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INTRODUCTION
ELEVATOR PITCH
Panakeia is a challenging action game with procedurally
generated levels in which the player is tasked with healing
an infected world and its inhabitants.

THESIS
Bringing new atypical elements into a familiar genre
while keeping true to what makes said genre unique.
With a core aspect of the roguelike genre being replayability, it’s possible to create a lot of lasting fun and captivating gameplay even in a short time.
Both of us are very interested in the genre, but also see a
lot of aspects where roguelikes usually lack. With Panakeia
we have attempted to introduce some of these elements,
while staying true to the genre.
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RESEARCH
With our goal being bringing new elements into a familiar
genre, we first had to identify what makes the roguelike
genre what it is, and how its representatives handle certain aspects.

CORE
CHARACTERISTICS
OF ROGUELIKES
The term roguelike goes back to the 1980 video game
Rogue. Ever since, games that share certain aspects of
Rogue’s gameplay are called “Roguelikes”.

We consider the three core characteristics of a roguelike
to be:

Procedurality
Levels and their contents are randomly generated and
make each playthrough unique.
Permadeath
After the player dies, respectively loses the game, they
start completely anew.
Little to no progress is transferred from one run to the next.
High difficulty
The game is very challenging, in the beginning often just
short of frustrating. Since the player learns with each failure, runs tend to get longer and eventually the difficulty
level rises yet higher.
There are other aspects of the original Rogue that some
gamers and game designers consider crucial to the roguelike genre, such as turn-based gameplay, a fantasy dungeon setting or even ASCII graphics. Following this closer
definition, a game that only has a portion of the key features (such as Panakeia) may be called a “Roguelite” or a
“Roguelike-like”.
Rogue
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COMBAT MECHANICS
IN OTHER CONTEXTS
Most games which have a shooter mechanic use it as a
way of killing enemies. While the type of missile can range from bullets, arrows and fireballs to more unorthodox
projectiles such as the tears from The Binding of Isaac, the
goal is the same: killing whatever comes at you.
There are however a number of games which subvert these expectations and use a shooter mechanic in a different
context than killing.

Portal

Portal
Wikipedia describes Portal as a Puzzle-Platform game,
while IGN calls it a First Person Shooter. Despite those two
genres usually being fundamentally different, both descriptions hold up: Portal uses a first person shooting mechanic
to solve platform puzzles.
First Person Lover
A very direct answer to and parody of the classic first person shooter, First Person Lover tasks the player with shooting ‘love’ at people. What this does is undress the target
and redress them in clothing by Björn Borg – the fashion
label which the game advertises.

First Person Lover

The Unfinished Swan
While The Unfinished Swan is categorized as an adventure
game, its primary mechanic is shooting – the missiles here
are balls of color which reveal details in an otherwise white
environment.

The Unfinished Swan
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Necropolis

PERSPECTIVE
Once we decided that Panakeia would have a third person perspective, we started looking specifically for similar
games and found that the third person camera is extremely rare in roguelikes.
In fact, aside from a very rough prototype found by chance
in a game developer forum, the only third person roguelike
we were able to find was Necropolis, a game by Harebrained Schemes which does not yet have a release date.
Another game that uses both a third person camera and
roguelike elements is Hand of Fate, released by Defiant
Development in February 2015. However, only combat
scenes are in third person in the game. These are separate
from the main gameplay, where the player looks at a card
dealer from a first person perspective with cards representing the ‘dungeon’ that is randomly generated.
5

Hand of Fate (main game)

Hand of Fate (combat)

STYLE
Since Roguelikes are still a relatively niche genre mainly
popular among ‘core’ gamers, they exist only outside of the
AAA industry and most are produced on fairly small budgets.
As such, many Roguelike games have a rather simple visual style, are often in 2D, many with a Pixel Art style. This
holds true for some the most popular roguelikes, such as
The Binding of Isaac, Faster Than Light, Risk of Rain and
Rogue Legacy, all of which have over 95% positive reviews
on Steam.

Rogue Legacy

Ziggurat

The Binding of Isaac

Full Mojo Rampage

There are exceptions to the 2D and Pixel Art rule, such as
Ziggurat and Full Mojo Rampage, which both use slightly
cartoonish 3D visuals and are set in fantastical dungeons.

Faster Than Light

Risk of Rain
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'CASUAL' ROGUELIKES
The roguelike genre is usually attributed to ‚hardcore’ gamers due to the high difficulty, sometimes complex controls
and hard punishment for failure – starting over completely.
There are however a number of ‚casual‘ games that exhibit
the three core roguelike characteristics.
The most famous example of this is Flappy Bird, which was
developed by Dong Nguyen and released in May 2013.
Flappy Bird became the most downloaded free game in
the iOS App Store and earned the developer $50’000 per
day in ad revenue according to his own statements.
Possibly inspired by Flappy Bird’s success, the intransparent Publisher Ketchapp has released several games
following a similar formula – incredibly simple one-tapcontrols, unending randomly generated levels and a frustratingly high difficulty – the most popular being ZigZag,
which was the most downloaded game in Apple’s iOS Store
for several weeks in early 2015.
While games such as Flappy Bird, ZigZag or Ketchapp’s
Jelly Jump probably wouldn’t be referred to as roguelikes
by their players, their success definitely goes to show that
what we defined as the three core characteristics of roguelike games are captivating for more people than just the
hardcore gaming audience.

ZigZag

Flappy Bird
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Jelly Jump
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PROBLEMS & SOLUTIONS
THE SIMPLICITY OF
DEATH
In combat games, creatures disappear after they’ve been
‘dealt with’: They die, fall to the ground, and in most cases
eventually fade away.
It’s not so simple in the case of Panakeia: since all creatures get healed instead of killed, they stay around. And not
only that: they have to do something that makes the player
think they’re better off now than they were before.
But programming and animating a ‘life’ for these creatures
would have been a huge effort, not possible for the timescale of this project – or at least not anymore at the point
where we realized this was an issue.
So we had to find a compromise. We decided we would
make the healed creatures ‘help’ the player in return: Some
of the healed creatures start making their way to a bridge
leading away from the island they’re on. Upon the island
being completely healed, the creatures will show a gesture
of thanks to the player character.

VISUAL EXPERIMENTS
We were looking for a visual style that would support the
gameplay and atmosphere but also stands out from other
roguelikes. While many games in the genre are in 2D, we
decided to go with 3D early on, knowing we did absolutely
not want to go in a naturalistic direction, but find our own
experimental style.
A very early concept decision was that the world would be
made of solid metal parts mixed with organic matter. The
latter was supposed to have some transparency to it at
first, but having implemented some early test models, we
realized that the plants and characters looked too fragile
and wispy, and were not readable enough.

Next page: Sections of the moodboard
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After several experiments and iterations, the graphics arrived at a place wholly different from the first visual concept we had.
What stayed since the beginning is the two-component
nature of all living things in the game world: hard, angular
‘metal’ parts and more organic-looking softer parts.
Although this duality was the core characteristic of our
original style concept, it caused somewhat of a blockade
halfway through development, as we realized later.
Once we became aware of how much the thought of ‘metal’ had been holding back our progress where textures
and colorations were concerned, we distanced the project
from that original idea and started experimenting with intense, surreal colors and abstract shapes on all surfaces.
Over a very short period of time the game went from
being untextured and monochrome to having a uniquely
intense variety of colors.
As we embraced the decision to work with abstract flat
shapes as textures on objective three-dimensional shapes,
we looked to symbolist painter Gustav Klimt for inspiration, among other art styles such as expressionism and
cubism.

Early 3D concepts
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Early visual experiments, mood & setting sketches
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PERSPECTIVE

SKILL USES & ENERGY

Up until about one third of the time into the project, the
game had an angled top-down view. When starting to implement character models however, we realized that the
character designs we had been working on functioned a
lot better when seen up close, rather than from above.
Instead of changing the models, we decided that a third
person perspective would fit the game and have some
other advantages:

Up until halfway into development, there was a third resource in the game besides contagion and health: energy.
The intended purpose of energy would have been to limit
skill uses, functioning like ammunition or a mana pool, where every skill besides the default shot would use up a certain amount.
Based on some feedback, we adapted the skill system to
its current version of having a certain number of uses per
skill that the player finds, motivated by the desire to eliminate as many unnecessary complexities as possible.

A closer camera angle helps the player connect
with the environment and main character and lets
them feel closer to the action
It lets the player see all the detail work put into the
character and environment models
The third person camera is seldom used in roguelikes, giving Panakeia a unique twist
The new perspective also brought some new problems,
however: we had to rethink our entire control scheme.
While having top-down view, the WASD keys would always
move the player relative to the screen, regardless of which
direction they were facing. For the new third person perspective, we tried several different control schemes and
decided that what worked best was when the WASD keys
moved the player character relative to the camera, with
the mouse cursor locked in the screen’s center and the camera always staying in the character’s back.

Top-down view

In addition to the controls used for aiming and movement,
we now also had to find a new solution for handling the
player’s inventory, since the mouse cursor is locked and directly bound to the player character’s rotation.
Changing the perspective also forced us to rethink environment designs. While the camera had a fixed rotation
before and only showed a small patch of ground at a time,
its new angle gives the player a full view of the horizon and
the ability to look at objects from all directions.

Third person view
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PLAYER CHARACTER
DESIGN
Like most elements, the initial character design for the protagonist was meant to work for a top-down view. Another
primary requirement was its ability to move in 8 different
directions, while rotating independently, without needing
too many different animations and states. This led us to the
decision of creating a flying, respectively hovering main
character.
The resulting first character model strongly resembled a
manta ray with a snake-like head. This first version had a
sort of gun on its back with which it could distribute the antidote. There was a number of problems with the character
once we switched to the third person perspective however: it didn’t feel lifelike enough and the gun on its back
meant the player would never get to see the creature’s
head, making it hard for them to identify with it. In addition, we found no way to justify the existence of a sort of
firearm in a world like the one we intended to build.
These thoughts led to two major changes: Instead of a gun,
we decided that the player character would carry a parasite on their back, and the snake-like head became one
that resembles that of a stag, which we found gave the
creature more of a personality.

Player thumbnails
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First models

Redesign I
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Redesign II

Parasite
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Right: Final model ingame
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GAME

About four months, countless discussions and several
thousand lines of code later, Panakeia is finally what we
wanted it to be: a game which combines challenging, fast
gameplay with a peaceful, beautiful environment and a
unique, intense visual style.
The sprawling contagion in the background

TITLE
Panakeia – or Panacea – is the goddess of universal remedy in Greek mythology. Her father is Asclepius, the god of
medicine, whose rod still serves as a symbol of hospitals
today. Her sisters include Hygieia, the goddess of good
health whose name is the origin of the word hygiene; Akeso, who represents the process of healing and Iaso, the
goddess of recuperation from illness.

WORLD & STORY
PREMISE
The Sunset Isles have been struck by a catastrophe. A toxic substance has burst out from underneath the ground.
Many of the islands’ inhabitants came in contact with the
bright blue poison – with devastating consequences. As it
turns out, this contagion causes the infected such agony
that they go blind with rage and attack anything in their
reach.
21

THE SAILDOE
The player takes the role of a Saildoe – an airborne creature whose head resembles that of a buck. Saildoes usually
live in herds, but the one at the center of our story has
been unable to migrate with hers because a huge parasite
inhabits her body, weighing her down.
The parasite communicates with his host using his long
tentacle-like antennae to transmit his thoughts directly
into her brain.
While the Saildoe would gladly want to rid herself of the
unwelcome occupant, she has not yet found a way to do
so without the danger of severely damaging herself in the
process.
In the wake of the poisonous outbreak however, the Saildoe
finds that her resident might prove himself useful: his own
venom can act as a counteragent against the blue bulbs
that mark the infected.

GAMEPLAY

THE PARASITE

LEVEL / REGION

What the Saildoe does not know – and what the player
won’t find out in the game in its current state – is that the
parasite has a motivation of his own. Much like the Saildoe,
the parasite has been separated from others of his kind
and intends to travel as far as he has to in order to find his
conspecifics.
Since he cannot move efficiently on his own, he has chosen
the Saildoe as his host and has been trying to take control
of her body using the tentacle-links into her brain.
Unbeknownst to her, he has managed to use her body
while her mind was asleep to cause the outburst of the
substance, knowing she would travel far to try and help
the infected creatures.

Each region consists of an increasing number of more or
less hexagon-shaped islands. These islands themselves are
built out of six roughly triangular wedges. Each hexagonal
island is connected with other islands on at least one side.
The bridges leading to the nearest islands only appear
once the player has helped or healed all creatures on the
island they are currently on.

Wedge shapes

Randomly generated island clusters
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ROOMS
There are two kinds of ‘special’ islands which are not created with the wedge system:

Boss Island
This room has a huge mass of contagious substance in its
center and a number of hostile creatures. As long as this
pile is there, it will reinfect healed creatures in the room.
This forces the player to evade the aggressive creatures
and shoot antidote at the center bulb until it’s destroyed,
before they can turn their attention to the creatures.
Treasure Island
The bridge to this island is hidden until the player has
found three key fragments. These keys are hidden on some
of the other islands and need to be collected and brought
back to the island entrance.
This aspect of the game does not get explained to the
player and remains somewhat of a mystery until the player
chooses to investigate of their own volition.
The nature of the treasures found on this island varies from
region to region , but it consists of up to three random skills
or Life Fruit plants.
Not every region has a treasure island.

Treasure Island entry, opened with three key fragments
(white dots)

SPECIAL WEDGES & ELEMENTS
Merchant Wedge
This is where the Merchant character (see page 25) resides. The wedge can be seen and recognized from afar by
the Merchant’s signature white rings.
Not every region has a Merchant.
Bird Nest Wedge
This is where lost little birds (see page 25) have to be
brought by the player. The nest is visible from far away because of the big mother bird hovering above it.

Merchant Wedge

Bird Nest Wedge

Boss Island

Life Fruit Plant
These plants are found on all islands except the boss island. They are full of the infectious substance at first and
drop health-restoring life fruits upon being healed.
Healing the Life Plants is optional.

Treasure Island

Life Fruit Plant (healed)
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ACTORS
Actors are all ‘sentient’ beings in the level. They can be divided into two groups: Hostiles and Non-Hostiles.

HOSTILE CREATURES
Hostile creatures have been made aggressive by the substance and attack the player on sight. The primary way of
dealing with hostile creatures is shooting antidote at them.
There are three types of hostile creatures. They can all vary
in size and have a tendency to be bigger in later regions.
Doberman Bunny – Melee Fighter
The Doberman Bunny walks towards the player and hacks
at them using its ear-horns. Its whole body is infected, making it vulnerable to the antidote all around.
Long-necked Shield Snail – Ranged Fighter
This usually rather small creature doesn’t come too close
to the player. Instead, it catapults its own head forward,
where it bites whatever it can reach.
Like the Doberman Bunny, the Ranged Fighter can be hit
with antidote from all directions.

Long-necked Shield Snail

Doberman Bunny

Slider Rhino – Charging Fighter
This large, armored beast has only been infected on its vulnerable backside. Upon seeing the player, the Slider Rhino
puts its head on the ground and slides towards the player
at full speed.
Because of the thick armor plates on its head and chest,
the Slider Rhino can only be hit with antidote from the
back.

Slider Rhino
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NON-HOSTILE CREATURES
Non-hostile creatures all offer individual ways of interaction and not all of them need to be dealt with in order to
progress.
There are four types of non-hostile creatures.

Little Bird

Pavosaur
Pavosaurs are not very fast and were therefore the first
ones to fall victim to the Infected. All the specimens remaining on the islands have been hurt and need the player’s
help to stop their wounds from bleeding out.
In order to do so, the player needs get close to the wounded Pavosaur and interact precisely when blood splashes
out. Failing to get the timing right several times in a row
will eventually kill the Pavosaur.
Little Bird
These birds have been chased off by the infected and need
to be escorted back to their nest. The player can interact
with them to pick them up, after which they will follow the
player either until the nest is reached or until the birds get
stuck on something and lose sight of the player.

Fox

Merchant

Merchant
The Merchant serves two different purposes. One of them
is what his name suggests: when interacted with, the Merchant offers deals to the player. The deals can give the
player health, an active skill or a boost for varying amounts
of health or collected contagion.
The Merchant’s second purpose is to make cryptic remarks
about either the repetitive nature of the gameplay or the
part that the Saildoe unknowingly played in allowing the
contagion to spread across the islands.
Fox
The fox has its own little multilinear story that gets continued over several regions. It has been planned out and
partially implemented, but not completely finished, which
led us to removing it from the current version.

Pavosaur
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SKILLS
Skills can be dropped by Pavosaurs and birds or bought
from the Merchant. Most skills come in different tiers with
varying strengths - which tier a skill has is chosen randomly.

BOOSTS
Passive skills (‚Boosts‘) are effective immediately as soon
as the player collects them and stay until they are manually discarded.
The player can have up to two boosts equipped at a time.

Firerate
The player can fire doses of antidote faster.
More Maximal Health
The player gains some empty health bars that
can be filled up using life fruits.
Health Gain
Collecting life fruits and using the life fruit skill
restores more health.
Faster Movement
Increases the player’s movement speed.

ACTIVE SKILLS
Active skills are used by clicking the left mouse button after selecting them with the scroll wheel. The player’s main
active skill is the default antidote, which has unlimited uses
and cannot be discarded. All other skills can only be used
a certain number of times until they are used up and gone
from the player’s inventory.
The player can have up to four passive skills at a time, including the default antidote. There are currently six active
skills in the game.

Antidote Shot
The default skill the player starts with and has
unlimited uses of. Upon using it, the player fires
a small dose of antidote straight ahead.

RESOURCES
Both resources have an individual primary purpose, with
their secondary purpose being that of a currency to buy
things from the Merchant.

HEALTH
The health bar represents the player’s life: an empty bar
means the player’s death and the end of that game.
Health is drained mainly by hostile characters’ attacks and
can be replenished by picking up life fruits or by using the
life fruit skill.
Life fruits are occasionally dropped by healed actors. These fruits have a tendency to restore more health than those dropped by life fruit plants. (see page 23)

Multidote
Fires several doses of antidote in a cone.
Bait
This skill places a piece of bait on the ground
that attracts all types of hostiles, distracting
them from the player.
Life Fruit
This healing skill comes with very limited uses
and restores some of the player’s life.
Sneaky Cure
When used correctly, this skill is much more effective than the default antidote, but for that it
must hit a hostile from behind while it doesn’t
see the player.

Life fruit pieces

CONTAGION
Contagion bubbles primarily serve as a way to measure
the player’s success – they’re the ‘score’ so to speak.
Every infected creature and object drops contagion bubbles upon being hit by antidote. If the player doesn’t collect
the bubbles within a certain timeframe, they disappear.
Like health, contagion can be used to buy skills from the
Merchant.

Mass Cure
Removes some contagion on all infected creatures in a circle around the player.

Contagion bulb

Equipped Bait skill with aiming image on the ground
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Text / Dialogue

Instructions

USER INTERFACE
The user interface picks up the geometrical shapes used
in the textures. It was designed to be unobtrusive during
gameplay, and more informative during ‘skill management
mode’ where the mouse cursor is freed, allowing the player
to hover over certain UI elements in order to see tooltips.

MERCHANT INTERFACE
The merchant dialogue and deals are visible once the
player finds the Merchant character and talks to him.

Text / Dialogue

Health

Skills
Number of skill uses
Default skill (Antidote)

Empty skill slot

Boosts

Price

Collected boost

Selected skill

Collected
Contagion
(Score)

Empty boost slot
Skill description

Discard skill/boost (only
when holding space)
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Skill aiming image

Deal
Ware

Instructions

CONTROLS
The control scheme is heavily imbued by that of most shooters.
Several keys, such as the skill selection shortcuts and camera toggle are entirely optional and intended for frequent players.
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VISUAL STYLE
Our goal remained to cause a feeling of being in a lively,
rich world while making clear what is happening and letting interactable objects stand out.

SHAPES & COLORS
The animation of the characters supports their liveliness
while their textures make them part of the somewhat
more abstract world. We think that using the same level
of abstraction in the character shapes as we did for their
textures would have prevented them from being properly
perceived in this environment.
To communicate with the player and let the visuals help
in understanding the game, we used a form of color and
shape coding:
Round, swirling shapes and blueish colors represent
the contagion and therefore danger to the player
character
Triangular shapes, as well as yellow and orange colors signify good, healthy, living beings such as the
pavosaurs, as well as the formerly hostile creatures
once they have been healed
Rectangles and greenish-brown colors stand for the
more ‘neutral’ game elements like plants and other
environmental objects

Sick & healed life fruit plant

Sick & healed actor
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Colorscheme

ENVORONMENT DESIGN
The Sunset Isles are home to many different species of
creatures who usually live peacefully alongside each other.
Like all creatures in it, the world itself consists of both metallic and organic parts.

Sketches to 3D models
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CHARACTER DESIGN &
ANIMATION
Early ideas for character coding included heavily dividing
the two creature types – hostile and non-hostile – by shape as well as color. We decided against that, because the
hostile creatures needed to fit with the environment just as
well as the non-hostile ones.
We did not want typical ‘monster’ characters, because the
player needed to feel some empathy for them and believe
that they would remain gentle once freed from their infection.
We discussed each of the creature’s function and abilities
before starting to work on their design.

Character Thumbnails
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Doberman Bunny
We imagined the Doberman Bunny as a very swift predator who eats tiny animals and fruit alike, likes to stay clean
and sleeps in trees or on larger plants.

Sketches to find the shape of the Doberman Bunny

Long-necked Shield Snail
The Shield Snail is well-protected by the shell on its back.
It likes to hide under mushrooms where it patiently waits
for prey to come by.

Shield Snail throwing its head
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Slider Rhino
Slider Rhinos use brute force and their massive horns to
crack open metal plants and get to their core. They usually
live alone and are avoided by other animals due to their
noisiness.

Pavosaur
The Pavosaur eats nuts, seeds and worms. It can spread its
tail feathers like a peacock to impress friend and foe alike.

Coming up with the idea that the Rhino uses its head as a skid

The Pavosaur showing off
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Little Bird
These little birds usually fly in flocks and panic quickly when
alone. Families live together in large nests.

The bird is a mixture of a kiwi (the fruit) and a hummingbird

The design of the Merchant went in various directions in the
beginning. The final sketch (left) is a combination of several
ideas in the thumbnails above

Merchant
The Merchant is the only character that doesn‘t really appear to be native to the Sunset Isles. He had to look more
intelligent and less animalistic than the other creatures.
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MUSIC & SOUND
The vision we had for the audio mood fit that of the world
in general: peaceful, calm tunes occasionally breached by
faster, action-driven elements.
Much like we did for the world and character design, our
composer and sound designer Andi Bissig worked with the
duality of mechanical, metallic sounds mixed with more realistic, organic tones, such as recordings of animal noises.
As his main inspirations, he names musicians Apparat and
Trentemøller, both of whom also work with mixing instrumental and electronic sounds in their music.

Creating Panakeia‘s background music using Ableton Live
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DISCUSSION
sible. But perhaps even more importantly: the playtesters
didn’t only keep motivating us to optimize and refine, they
also often reassured us that they had fun with the results
of our work.

Finally, we ended up not that far from where we started in
this aspect: with a game that is much more about gameplay and atmosphere than about storytelling or characters.

Our goal from the beginning was to make an engaging,
procedurally generated game, which explored some genre-atypical elements. We think this worked out rather well.
Our visual style changed almost completely from the initial
concept, but we’re not sure if there was something that we
could have optimized about the process of finding a style –
especially since we are happy with the end results.

In one particular playtesting session we eventually even
had to ask more than one player to stop, so that other
people could test as well, which of course was incredibly
rewarding for us.

CUTTING DOWN THE
CONCEPT

THE IMPORTANCE OF
PLAYTESTING

STORYTELLING

POSITIVE
ORIGINAL GOAL VS. RESULT

We made the conscious decision of letting other people
play our prototype as soon as possible – which meant the
first tests happened a few weeks into development.
Throughout the development process, we kept testing with
different people as often as we could find the time.
We are convinced that the early and frequent testing helped in many ways: on one hand, it forced us to make the
game more easily understandable and as bug-free as pos-

NEGATIVE
We originally didn’t plan on having a lot of story in the
game, but when redesigning our lead character we had
long discussions and ideas about said character’s situation
and motivations.
We then thought about giving our secondary character –
the parasite – more characterization by voicing his lines,
which we cut again because we thought it didn’t fit after
all.
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In our original concept, we were planning to have a couple more types of characters and features, but we realized
that we would rather work on polishing the ones we had
instead of creating more. We already did implement several more skills that we ended up cutting out again due to
them not fitting the adjusted concept anymore.

WORK METHODS

WORK DISTRIBUTION

OUTLOOK

Over the course of the development we used several means of organisation, the first and most important in the
beginning was Trello, a web-based project management
application.
We later switched to using pen and paper for more traditional to-do-lists, which worked surprisingly well.
For version control and backups, we worked with sourcetree and BitBucket throughout the project.

Together
- Concept
- All major decisions
- Animation implementation
- Playtesting

Although we are happy with the current state of the game,
there are still many aspects that we would optimize, should
we choose to keep working on Panakeia.
Probably the most obvious would be some performance
optimization, more playtesting and balancing.

Martina
- Style experiments, finding a look & feel
- Setting design
- Thumbnailing, character design
- Creating all models
- Model implementation
- Animations
- Textures
- UI design
- Particle effects
- Minor additional programming

We would also want to make the combat more diverse,
with reintroducing some more skills and hostile types that
we had planned in the original concept. Similarly, we would
want to diversify the boss islands either by placing more
than one source of contagion or by adding some more
complex mechanics in later levels, such as a timing-based
challenges for example.

Alice
- Level generation
- General gameplay programming
- AI programming
- Gameplay balancing
- UI implementation
- Sound & music implementation
- Writing
Andi
- Composition
- Sound asset production
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We have several more ideas for non-hostile characters as
well; most importantly we would want to complete the implementation of the ‘Fox’ character, which is already quite
far along in development.
To keep the game interesting in later levels, we might add
more environments than the one (‘Sunset Isles’) we currently have. A new environment would entail a completely new
lighting mood and new background assets.
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Faster Than Light
http://store.steampowered.com/app/212680/

APPENDIX

Risk of Rain
http://store.steampowered.com/app/248820/?l=german
Rogue Legacy
http://store.steampowered.com/app/241600/
Ziggurat
http://www.milkstonestudios.com/games/ziggurat/

SOURCES

IMAGES

Roguelikes Analysis
by Ralf Mauerhofer

Rogue
http://killscreendaily.com/articles/brief-history-roguelike/

Portal, genre
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Portal_%28video_game%29
http://www.ign.com/games/portal/pc-842671

Portal
http://store.steampowered.com/app/400/

Flappy Bird
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flappy_Bird
http://www.theverge.com/2014/2/5/5383708/flappy-birdrevenue-50-k-per-day-dong-nguyen-interview
Ketchapp
http://venturebeat.com/2015/03/25/how-one-studio-is-finding-repeated-success-with-flappy-bird-style-games/

First Person Lover
http://www.firstpersonlover.com/
The Unfinished Swan
http://www.gamesindustry.biz/articles/2012-10-15-criticalconsensus-the-unfinished-swan

Full Mojo Rampage
http://www.fullmojorampage.com/media/
Flappy Bird
https://www.techdirt.com/articles/20140526/10373927365/
creator-flappy-bird-clone-claims-his-duplication-is-covered-trademark.shtml
Zigzag
https://itunes.apple.com/app/zigzag/id951364656
Jelly Jump
https://itunes.apple.com/app/jelly-jump/id955327604

Necropolis
http://necropolisgame.com/presskit/

Moodboards
Various Sources

Panakeia
http://www.theoi.com/Ouranios/AsklepiasPanakeia.html

Hand of Fate (combat)
http://www.defiantdev.com/hofpress/

TOOLS

Trello
http://trello.com

Hand of Fate (main game)
http://middleofnowheregaming.com/2015/02/17/hand-offate-review/

Development
Unity 3D (Unity 5), Mono Develop, Blender, Adobe Photoshop, Illustrator & InDesign

Binding of Isaac
http://store.steampowered.com/app/113200/?snr=1_7_15__13

Organization
Sourcetree, BitBucket, Google Drive
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